Register for a webinar today.

Upcoming schedule
MORE CEUS, CONTENT, GUIDANCE AND
CUSTOMIZATION
with EncoderPro.com Plus

FIND MEDICARE/MEDICAID
CONTENT EASILY
using MedicalReferenceEngine.com

Date: April 25 | Time: 3 p.m. CT | Minutes: 30

Date: May 7 | Time: 1 p.m. CT | Minutes: 30

Come see what EncoderPro.com Plus is all about. Learn how
to get access to 25 CEUs, an E/M review tool, and the ability to
make your EncoderPro.com search results customized to you and
your organization/specialty. This short webinar will demonstrate
new code searching tools that are customizable, how to access
previous years’ worth of coding content and become more
accurate coders while earning CEUs.

Since Medicare is generally the definitive standard from
which coding rules and regulations are derived, you need to
know how and where to get the correct CMS references to
support your work. The CMS website contains hundreds of
thousands of references, so finding the ones you need can
take precious time from your productivity and also leave you
stressed, confused, and wondering if you are even searching
in the correct area. Join this informative session on how
MedicalReferenceEngine.com provides the references you
need without spending a lot of time searching and guessing.
Our exclusive, powerful search engine has been designed
to take away guesswork and provide answers accurately
and quickly. You can even customize the way you search or
receive those answers. Learn how easy your regulatory and
compliance work can be with MedicalReferenceEngine.com.

MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION (MI)
TYPES AND TIPS
Let EncoderPro.com help
Date: May 14 | Time: 1 p.m. CT | Minutes: 30
STEMI or NSTEMI — what is the difference? What does Type 1,
2, 3, 4 or 5 MI mean — does it really affect the code? Discover
the answers to these and other perplexing acute myocardial
infarction (MI) coding questions with help from EncoderPro.com.

CODING DISCONTINUED PROCEDURES
IN ICD-10-PCS
using RevenueCyclePro.com
Date: June 11 | Time: 1 p.m. CT | Minutes: 30
Stop the clock! There are many causes for an early or
incomplete termination of a surgical procedure. Learn how to
code discontinued procedures in ICD-10-PCS with help from
RevenueCyclePro.com.

OPTUM360 SPECIALTY ARTICLES
The clarity is in the Article Details
Date: June 25 | Time: 1 p.m. CT | Minutes: 30
This specialty information is derived from Optum360 sources
and multiple specialty organizations to provide you with
information that will not only assist you in understanding
the nuances of your specialty, but will also enable you to
better code, bill and report those unique circumstances based
on your specialty. This webinar will address the available
content in numerous specialties, how to utilize various search
parameters to find relevant content, and how this information
can assist in more accurate coding.

THE AMA CPT ® CONTENT MODULE
Access to everything you need for accurate
CPT® coding

E/M CODING GUIDANCES
How EncoderPro.com can help

Date: July 16 | Time: 1 p.m. CT | Minutes: 30

Date: August 13 | Time: 1 p.m. CT | Minutes: 30

The AMA provides a wealth of information regarding the correct
use of the CPT® code set. From the vast library of CPT® Assistant
newsletters to annual CPT® Changes publications, you can learn
everything you need to know to accurately use this code set. You
can even see all the questions customers have asked the AMA
about CPT® codes that may present problems. Come learn how
to access this entire library of AMA information. Whether it is
past issues of a CPT® Assistant or the newest change to a CPT®
code, you have everything you need to truly understand how to
correctly place these codes on your claims.

Evaluation and management (E/M) coding continues to garner
a top spot in Medicare’s 2018 list of improper payments.
Projections of payment errors for all E&M codes in 2018 is a
staggering $3.8 billion dollars with incorrect coding accounting
for 61% of that number. (Keep in mind these are only Medicare
numbers, commercial payers should have similar results.) We’ll
review a few E/M examples that top that list and see how the
tools in EncoderPro.com can assist your group in avoiding these
common errors.

NEW! REVENUECYCLEPRO.COM ENCODER
SOLUTION AND MS-DRG GROUPER ADD-ON

APPLYING ICD-10-PCS GUIDELINES —
Essential for coding your difficult cases
Date: September 24 | Time: 1 p.m. CT | Minutes: 30

Date: September 10 | Time: 1 p.m. CT | Minutes: 30
Follow the steps to understanding MS-DRG assignment and
view the results of using encoder logic to enter ICD-10-CM and
ICD-10-PCS codes in a MS-DRG grouper for multiple detailed
coding scenarios. These coding scenarios will show coding and
documentation nuances that can affect MS-DRG assignment,
reimbursement and case mix index, using one of the most most
comprehensive coding, compliance and referential resources
available. Join us as we showcase the new RevenueCyclePro.com
Encoder Solution and MS-DRG Grouper Add-on.

START FINDING HCC GUIDANCE FASTER
Tips from our experts
Date: October 15 | Time: 1 p.m. CT | Minutes: 30
Join this informative webinar highlighting HCC content currently
available within EncoderPro.com. This will include how to look
up HCC categories, HCC trumping, and a case example. See how
EncoderPro.com makes it easier to find this information.
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Explore this valuable companion — Optum360 ICD-10 Essentials:
Applying ICD-10-PCS Guidelines is designed to clearly illustrate
coding concepts and reinforce understanding from basic coding
questions to the most complex. Discover the in depth case studies
with codes that are based on appropriate application of ICD-10PCS guidelines supplemented by detailed rationales, illustrations,
definitions and other beneficial coding tips and information.

TIPS AND TRICKS: FEE SCHEDULE
DEVELOPMENT
using FeeAnalyzer.com
Date: October 29 | Time: 1 p.m. CT | Minutes: 30
Reviewing and maintaining a fee schedule can be a challenging
task. Join this session as we provide tips and tricks regarding fee
schedule development and how FeeAnalyzer.com is designed
to help fine tune your fee schedule to identify areas for optimal
reimbursement. Get online access to percentiles of relative and
actual physician charge data for a specific geographic area,
specialty and comparison against Medicare fees.

